
Amended Resolution 
proposed by the ad-hoc Ikaria Environmental Impact Committee and 

adopted by the Supreme Convention body of the Pan-Icarian Brotherhood of America 
on Sunday, September 4, 2011 

RESOLVED that, in response to the storms that devastated the western part of Ikaria in October, 
2010: 

1) A working group will be established to oversee and implement the purchase of a 
biological compact sewage treatment unit (the “biological compact”) for the village of 
Karkinagri, Ikaria.  The working group will be responsible for overseeing fundraising 
efforts, coordinating the purchase of the biological compact with the appropriate 
individuals in Greece, accounting for funds spent and reporting back to the full Supreme 
Lodge, the full Foundation Board and the Supreme Convention body at the 2012 
Supreme Convention in Myrtle Beach.  The working group will be comprised of four (4) 
individuals: one (1) individual appointed by the Supreme Lodge; one (1) individual 
appointed by the Foundation board; one (1) individual appointed by the Syllogo Kavo 
Papa in Athens; and one (1) independent representative from Ikaria. 

2) A fundraising drive will be started immediately to solicit individual donations from 
members of the Brotherhood and individual chapters of the Brotherhood to purchase the 
biological compact.  Members/chapters will be instructed to send individual donations 
directly to the Foundation with a notation that the donation is to go toward the purchase 
of the biological compact.   

3) The Foundation will match dollar-for-dollar all individual and chapter donations received 
with respect to the biological compact, up to a maximum of $50,000.  For example, if 
individual donations equal $25,000 in the aggregate, the Foundation will contribute 
$25,000 toward the purchase of the biological compact; if individual donations equal 
$50,000 in the aggregate, the Foundation will contribute $50,000 toward the purchase of 
the biological compact; and if individual donations equal $100,000 in the aggregate, the 
Foundation will contribute $50,000 toward the purchase of the biological compact.  

4) In the unlikely event that the Greek government provides funding for the biological 
compact or more funds are raised than are actually needed for the purchase of the 
biological compact, the working group will work with the Syllogo Kavo Papa and the 
mayor of Ikaria to determine the next most pressing need in the western part of Ikaria as a 
result of the storm damage to ensure that all funds raised are appropriately spent. 


